
IThis term we have been doing a daily writing task to develop a variety of
writing techniques. From writing step by step instructions to a creative
paragraph inspired by an image.

We have almost written more about Harry Potter’s Wizarding world than
J.K Rowling herself. We have created a magical store, how to plant and care
for a magical plant and of course how to make Potions with Professor
Archimedes. 

We have gone old school with extra spelling work in class to help give us that
final push and improve our confidence in spelling.

Our final T4W topic has allowed us to recreate the story of ‘the Old Mill’ and
we created some fantastic blackout poetry.

This term is super busy with so many competitions. We have already won two cups
for football. We have had a brief introduction to football thanks to the nice weather
we had briefly. We have our Maidens tournament coming up and the P7's have been
preparing with lunch and after school sessions for netball and football. 

We have also been competing in sports champion events and the house games. We
can’t catch a breath! For sports day we are going to host it as more of an event by
having different stalls and activities for families to enjoy after the races. Might as
well make an afternoon of it!
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MATHS

The P7's have definitely embraced and finally come to terms with
the fact that they now love maths! We have had a great term
finishing off fractions. We have even created our own Mario Kart
maths game. 

We designed the track, came up with the rules and have had a blast
playing it. It has been amazing to see the ideas the P7s have
thought up. They have covered so many maths topics from measure,
times tables and probability.

We have done so many science topics which have allowed us to
apply all the numeracy skills we have learned.

ASSEMBLY

Primary 7 have been working so hard on their leaversPrimary 7 have been working so hard on their leavers
assembly. They have written the entire script byassembly. They have written the entire script by
themselves and have finished making their props. We arethemselves and have finished making their props. We are
now at the rehearsal stage, so we can fine tune ournow at the rehearsal stage, so we can fine tune our
performance.performance.    We really can’t wait to invite you all alongWe really can’t wait to invite you all along
as we say our fine farewell to a school we will neveras we say our fine farewell to a school we will never
forget.forget.

SHARED LEARNING
The P7s were so excited to have everyone in to showcase 
all the great things we have been learning. I think  they 
were most excited about making the parents do their
times tables.

It was great to have everyone together and create some 
happy memories.



Friday 24th & Mon 27th – HOLIDAY- Enjoy!

Wed 29th May – Maidens Tournament

Friday 31st May – 1.15pm Maidens Ps Sports Day

REMINDERS

HARRY POTTER
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SCIENCE
This term we have completed a lot of work on STEM topics. As a class
we love solving a problem and being hands on with our learning. Here
are some examples of circuit boards we have made. We have also been
experimenting with bridges, how different building techniques can
improve their function. After our shared learning we are going to
continue working on our rubber band car challenge.

We created real potions this term with Professor
Archimedes. The 7s had some amazing ideas and I am
sure you loved seeing their creations when they
brought them home. Their writing and engagement for
these lessons was even more magical than the potions.


